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The paper aims to extend major equations in the electromagnetic and gravitational
theories from the flat space into the complex octonion curved space. Maxwell applied
simultaneously the quaternion analysis and vector terminology to describe the electro-
magnetic theory. It inspires subsequent scholars to study the electromagnetic and grav-
itational theories with the complex quaternions/octonions. Furthermore Einstein was
the first to depict the gravitational theory by means of tensor analysis and curved four-
space-time. Nowadays some scholars investigate the electromagnetic and gravitational
properties making use of the complex quaternion/octonion curved space. From the or-
thogonality of two complex quaternions, it is possible to define the covariant derivative
of the complex quaternion curved space, describing the gravitational properties in the
complex quaternion curved space. Further it is possible to define the covariant deriva-
tive of the complex octonion curved space by means of the orthogonality of two complex
octonions, depicting simultaneously the electromagnetic and gravitational properties in
the complex octonion curved space. The result reveals that the connection coefficient
and curvature of the complex octonion curved space will exert an influence on the field
strength and field source of the electromagnetic and gravitational fields, impacting the
linear momentum, angular momentum, torque, energy, and force and so forth.
Keywords: force; curved space; octonion; gravitational field; electromagnetic field.
1. Introduction
In the electromagnetic theory, Maxwell applied simultaneously the quaternion anal-
ysis and vector terminology to describe the electromagnetic properties. Hamilton
invented the algebra of quaternions in 1843. During two decades from that time on,
the quaternion was separated into the scalar and vector parts. In his studies, J. C.
Maxwell mingled the quaternion analysis and vector terminology to depict electro-
magnetic properties in 1873. Presently some scholars apply the vector terminology
to depict the physical properties of electromagnetic and gravitational fields, while
some scholars begin to study the electromagnetic theory [1,2] and gravitational
theory [3,4] with the algebra of quaternions.
Graves and Cayley invented independently the octonions, which can be con-
sidered as an ordered couple of quaternions. Some scholars applied the octonion
1
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analysis [5,6] to describe the electromagnetic and gravitational theories [7,8]. The
study reveals that the octonions (or the standard octonions, rather than the split
octonions) can be divided into two parts, the quaternions and S-quaternions (short
for the second quaternion), and their coordinate values are allowed to be complex
numbers. And the S-quaternion in an octonion is similar to the imaginary number
in the complex number. In the complex octonion flat space, the complex quaternion
space is appropriate to describe the gravitational property, meanwhile the complex
S-quaternion space is proper to depict the electromagnetic property (Appendix A).
Further these properties can be extended from the complex octonion flat space [9]
to the complex octonion curved space. That is, the complex octonion curved space
is possible to describe the gravitational and electromagnetic fields. The complex
quaternion curved space fits for studying gravitational properties, and the complex
S-quaternion curved space is apt for researching electromagnetic properties.
1.1. Existing studies
After the tensor analysis [10,11] was evolved from the vector analysis and other
theories, Einstein et al. adopted the tensor analysis and pseudo-Riemannian space
theory to study the gravitational properties in the curved four-space-time. Sub-
sequently the quaternion and octonion curved spaces are applied to investigate
physical properties of electromagnetic and gravitational fields in some situations.
Marques-Bonham [12] developed the geometrical properties of a flat tangent space-
time local to the manifold of the Einstein-Schro¨dinger nonsymmetric theory on
an octonionic curved space. Dundarer [13] defined a four-index antisymmetric and
non-Abelian field, which satisfies a self-duality relation in eight-dimensional curved
space. Tsagas [14] studied the evolution of electromagnetic fields in curved space-
times, and calculated the wave equations. Castro [15] proposed a nonassociative
octonionic ternary gauge field theory, based on a ternary bracket. Demir [16] formu-
lated the Maxwell-Proca type field equations of linear gravity in terms of hyperbolic
octonions (split octonions). Chanyal [17] et al. described the octonion formulation
of Abelian/non-Abelian gauge theory in terms of the Zorn vector matrix realiza-
tion. Kalauni [18] et al. obtained the fully symmetric Dirac-Maxwell’s equations as
one single equation by using the matrix presentation, with the help of the algebraic
properties of quaternions and octonions.
In the existing electromagnetic and gravitational theories described with the
curved spaces, there are mainly three description methods as follows:
1) Curved four-space-time. Within the General Theory of Relativity in 1915,
Einstein introduced the method of pseudo-Riemannian space to study gravitational
properties in the curved four-space-time. Later some scholars attempt to apply
the pseudo-Riemannian space to explore various properties of gravitational field,
and even the electromagnetic field. But this method is not successful in depicting
convincingly the physical property of electromagnetic field.
2) Real octonion curved space. Some scholars described the physical properties
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of the gravitational and electromagnetic fields in the flat space, by means of the real
quaternion/octonion flat space. However this method was found to be inadequate
finally [19]. And it is not suitable to describe the gravitational and electromagnetic
fields in the curved space either, making use of the real quaternion/octonion curved
space. One reason is that the definition of the arc length for this space deviates from
the space-time interval in the physics.
3) Complex octonion curved space. The complex quaternion/octonion flat space
is able to depict the physical property of gravitational and electromagnetic fields in
the flat space. Some scholars research gravitational and electromagnetic properties
in the curved space, depending on the complex quaternion/octonion curved space.
On the basis of the locally tangent frame and tensor analysis, the paper can explore
the characteristics of complex quaternion/octonion curved space. There are a few
contemporary results at present. The study reveals that the definition of the arc
length for this space is identical with the space-time interval in the physics. The
connection coefficient and curvature of the complex quaternion/octonion curved
space, which are similar to the field strength and source, will exert an influence on
the object’s movement to a certain extent, no matter what kind of reason it is to
result in the space curving evidently. On the contrary, measuring the field strength
and source relevant to the gravitational and electromagnetic fields, one may be
able to ascertain the deviation amplitude between the complex quaternion/octonion
curved space and its flat space.
Making use of the comparison, the paper found that the four-dimensional Rie-
mannian space corresponds to the four-dimensional Euclidean space. But both of
them are not suitable to be applied to describe directly the physical properties
of gravitational or electromagnetic field. The four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian
space corresponds to the four-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space (or Minkowski
space, four-space-time), and is appropriate for describing gravitational properties
in the General Theory of Relativity. Similarly the real quaternion/octonion curved
space corresponds to the four-dimensional Riemannian space, and is unsuitable to
depict directly the physical property of gravitational or electromagnetic field either.
In contrast, the complex quaternion/octonion curved space corresponds to the four-
dimensional pseudo-Riemannian space, and is fit for researching the gravitational
and electromagnetic properties. On the basis of this curved space, the paper will
study various properties of gravitational and electromagnetic fields in the complex
quaternion/octonion curved space, including the field potential, field strength, field
source, linear momentum, angular momentum, torque, and force and so forth.
1.2. Two topics
In the curved four-space-time of the General Theory of Relativity, the scholars
delved into the gravitational theory [20,21], attaining many scientific achievements.
But there are still a few things to worry about.
1) Astrophysical jets. The scholars have being doubted the validity and relevant
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deductions of Eo¨tvo¨s experiment for a long time [22,23]. They not only inspect the
Eo¨tvo¨s experiment in the laboratory again and again [24], but also measure repeat-
edly the gravitational constant in the astronomical observatory [25]. One recent
theoretical result points out that the Eo¨tvo¨s experiment has never been validated
under the strong electromagnetic circumstance, suspecting that the gravitational
mass may be varied with fluctuation of electromagnetic strength. Further the vari-
able gravitational mass is able to explain the phenomenon of astrophysical jets [26],
which is the defeat for the classical gravitational theory or the General Theory of
Relativity. Up to the present, this suspicion is an ongoing process, and the answer
has not been concluded yet. Obviously the query on the changeability of gravi-
tational mass will impact further the theoretical basis of the General Theory of
Relativity. The appeal of improving the General Theory of Relativity is gradually
deepening and expanding. This open opinion provides one approach to develop the
General Theory of Relativity.
2) Dark matter. An abundance of astronomical observational results reveal that
there are a large amount of undetected matters in the galaxies and galaxy clusters.
But the classical gravitational theory and the General Theory of Relativity cannot
account for the existence of undetected matters. Obviously these two existing theo-
ries both are not perfect enough. Nowadays the scholars mainly develop two kinds
of investigations for this problem. On the one hand, some scholars propose to mod-
ify the laws of gravity established by I. Newton and A. Einstein (such as MOND),
attempting to explain the anomalous observations. But this method cannot account
for the properties of galaxy clusters. On the other hand, some scholars introduce
the concept of ‘dark matter’, explaining the rotational velocity curves of galaxies
and the gravitational lensing of galaxy clusters. All of these endeavors state that
the classical gravitational theory and the General Theory of Relativity both may
encounter the puzzling impediment, which may be very tough to overcome.
3) Curved space. The human being often breaks into exclamations of wonder
of scientific laws, even if we are not able to comprehend why the scientific laws
are so intriguing. Fortunately the human being possesses the ability to suppose,
measure, and describe the particular contents of scientific laws to a certain extent.
In other words, ‘the reason for the existence of scientific laws’ and ‘the specific
contents of scientific laws’ are two disparate topics. Similarly the human being may
not understand why the space is curved when we are in a curved space, although
the scholars are able to measure and describe the bending degree of one space. If
we find the reason why a space is flat, we may know why other spaces are curved.
Therefore ‘the reason to curve the space’ and ‘the bending degree of the curved
space’ are two distinct topics, they should be treated discriminatively. Einstein
tried to uncover why the space is curved under certain circumstances, in the General
Theory of Relativity. However this paper involves in one distinct topic, and focuses
on describing the possible influence of the bending degree of curved space on some
equations of the field theory.
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The analysis in the above reveals that the concept, viewpoint, and experiment
relevant to the curved space are evolving constantly and gradually, along with the
development of science and technology. For the General Theory of Relativity, it
may be necessary to have a fundamental rethink of existing concepts appropriately,
and even supplement a few new results.
1) Distorting the result of the Eo¨tvo¨s experiment. The General Theory of Rel-
ativity reckons subjectively that the gravitational mass is unchangeable, and does
not contemplate the influence of the energy gradient (that is, one force term) on
some other experiments [27]. However some theories deduce that the gravitational
mass may be varied with fluctuation of field strength and so forth. It results in
the gravitational mass to depart from the inertial mass with a deviation. The en-
ergy gradient relevant to the gravitational or electromagnetic strength will act on
the Eo¨tvo¨s experiment. Therefore it is necessary to validate the Eo¨tvo¨s experiment
under the strong electromagnetic circumstance.
2) Surmising the reason for curving the space. As a pioneer, Einstein broke fresh
ground in the field theory, that is, the curved space. This theory surmises subjec-
tively that the curvature tensor is directly proportional to the energy-momentum
tensor, deducing the field equations. However the field equations should be verified
continually in the experiment. The field equations are doubtful, and call for more
collateral evidences to support its claim. You can even guess that there may be
more than one reason to curve the space.
3) Origin of mass. This is one topic that the General Theory of Relativity has
never been touched on. At present a few scholars are engaging in some projects to
figure out the origin and component of the mass. Undoubtedly this is one underlying
challenge for some propositions in the General Theory of Relativity.
In a word, the paper will focus on studying the influence of curved space on the
physical quantity, rather than try to find out the reason why the space is curved in
the physics, by means of the affine frame of complex octonion curved space.
2. Orthogonal affine frame
In this paper, it is necessary to introduce the tangent-frame component, Cν , of one
point P in the curved space, in order to define the component of a physics quantity
in the curved coordinate system. And the tangent frame system {Cν} belongs to
the affine frame. In general the tangent-frame components are neither equal-length,
nor perpendicular to each other. For the pseudo-Riemannian space in the General
Theory of Relativity, the tangent-frame component may be a vector or a scalar. In
the quaternion or octonion curved space, the tangent-frame component, Cν , may
be the quaternion or octonion respectively. ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
In the physics, the most common coordinate systems are orthogonal and even
orthonormal, to give prominence to the physical contents and lower down the degree
of difficulty of the mathematics in the physics theories. That is, not all affine frames
are suitable to be chosen as the curved coordinate system, for the gravitational
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and electromagnetic fields in the curved space. And it is essential to demarcate and
filter out the appropriate affine frames further. When we study the physics quantity
and relevant properties in the curved space, it is proper to stipulate to choose the
orthogonal affine frame (or the orthogonal curved coordinate system), for the sake
of reducing the correlative mathematical difficulty (such as, the metric tensor and
invariants). On the other hand, the physics quantity in the orthogonal affine frame
can be transformed into one in an orthogonal and equal-length affine frame, in order
to draw a comparison between the physics quantity in the flat space (see Ref.[9])
with that in the tangent space of the curved space.
According to this arrangement, the gravitational and electromagnetic theories
can be extended from the flat space into the curved space. Firstly, transform the
gravitational and electromagnetic theories in the flat space into that under the or-
thogonal and equal-length affine frame of the tangent space in the curved space;
Secondly, transform the gravitational and electromagnetic theories in the orthogo-
nal and equal-length affine frame into that in the orthogonal affine frame; Thirdly,
in the orthogonal affine frame, study the influence of the curved space on the force
and so forth in the gravitational and electromagnetic fields.
In the curved space, the physics quantity will contain several parameters of the
curved space. a) The integrating function, X, of field potential can be chosen as the
first-rank tensor, and then the field potential, A, as the first covariant derivative
of X, will contain the connection coefficient. As the second covariant derivative,
the field strength, F, may contain the connection coefficient and curvature tensor.
As the third covariant derivative, the field source, S, will contain the connection
coefficient, curvature tensor, and curvature derivative. b) If the field potential, A, is
chosen as the first-rank tensor, the field strength, F, as the first covariant derivative
of A, will contain the connection coefficient. As the second covariant derivative, the
field source, S, may contain the connection coefficient and curvature tensor. c)
When the angular momentum, L, is chosen as the first-rank tensor, the torque, W,
as the first covariant derivative of L, will contain the connection coefficient. As the
second covariant derivative, the force, N, may contain the connection coefficient
and curvature tensor. It should be noted that three different first-rank tensors in
the above may not be in the same tangent frame or curved space.
In a similar way, the acceleration, D, can be chosen as the first-rank tensor,
and then the jerk, K, as the first covariant derivative of D, will contain the connec-
tion coefficient. As the second covariant derivative, the jounce, J, may contain the
connection coefficient and curvature tensor. Of course, as one first-rank tensor, the
curved space relevant to the acceleration, D, may be different from that relevant to
these three first-rank tensors in the above.
Obviously the covariant derivative of a physics quantity may include a few
parameters of the curved space. Comparing the physics quantity in the curved space
with that in the flat space, we are able to distinguish different bending degrees of
the curved space. Contrasting several sets of measured values of physics quantities
will conclude the bending degree of a curved space.
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3. Complex-quaternion curved space
Under an orthogonal transformation of the coordinate system with the complex
quaternions, the norm of the complex quaternions remains unchanged. The norm
(or the arc length) is identical to the space-time interval in the physics, and is able
to be applied to describe the gravitational field equations in the complex quaternion
curved space.
Apparently, in the complex quaternion curved space, the underlying space is the
quaternion space, and the tangent space is the quaternion space also. Making use
of the complex quaternion orthogonality and affine frame, it is able to define the
quaternion metric and covariant derivative, studying the gravitational properties
in the complex quaternion curved space.
3.1. Quaternion metric
In the complex quaternion flat space, the complex quaternion radius vector is,
Hg = ii0h
0+i rh
r, with the basis vector being ij . According to the multiplication of
quaternion, the norm S is written as, S2 = Hg ◦H
∗
g = −(h
0)2+(h1)2+(h2)2+(h3)2.
Obviously the differential, dS, of the norm is able to be chosen as the arc length of
the complex quaternion (rather than the real-quaternion) flat space. And that this
norm accords with the requirement of space-time interval in the physics. Herein i
is the imaginary unit. hj is real. ◦ is the quaternion multiplication. ∗ is conjugate
of quaternion. i20 = 1, and i
2
r = −1. i
2
j = ij ◦ ij , for each subscript j. For the
superscript and subscript, there are, j, k,m, n = 0, 1, 2, 3; r, q = 1, 2, 3.
In the tangent space (that is, the locally flat space) of the complex quaternion
curved space, the radius vector is, Hg = ie0c
0 + erc
r , with the tangent-frame
quaternion being ej . In the orthogonal and unequal-length affine frame, the metric
of complex quaternion curved space is defined as,
dS2 = dH∗g ◦ dHg = gjkdu
jduk , (1)
where the metric coefficient, gjk = e
∗
j ◦ek , is quaternion-Hermitian. The orthogonal
tangent-frame quaternion is, ej = ∂Hg/∂u
j . e0 is the scalar part, while er is the
component of vector part. ek is unequal-length, and does not contain the imaginary
unit i . u0 = ic0 , and ur = cr . (uj)∗ = uj , and it denotes that the correlated
tangent-frame component, ej , is quaternion-conjugate. c
0 = v0t, v0 is the speed of
light, and t is the time. cj is real, and gjk is scalar.
3.2. Quaternion parallel translation
The normal parallel translation (Euclidean space) and the Levi-Civita parallel
translation (Riemannian space) both are not suitable for the complex quaternion
curved space. One reason is that the spaces associated with in the physics are
not only the complex quaternion flat space (tangent space) but also the pseudo-
Riemannian space (curved space). Therefore it is necessary to introduce one new
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concept of parallel translation. It is similar to the Levi-Civita parallel translation,
and is able to satisfy the requirement of the complex quaternion space and of the
space-time interval.
In a complex quaternion space, when the quaternion product of two complex
quaternions, G(g0, g1, g2, g3) and Z(z0, z1, z2, z3), equals to zero, that is, G∗◦Z = 0,
the two quaternions, G and Z , are perpendicular to each other. This definition is
called as the quaternion orthogonality. After that we can define a quaternion con-
nection and parallel translation in the complex quaternion curved space, referring
to the inference procedure of Levi-Civita parallel translation in the Riemannian
space. Herein gj and zj are all scalar.
In the complex quaternion curved space, the complex quaternion physics quan-
tity A1 , in the tangent space T1 at a pointM1 on the complex quaternion manifold,
can be decomposed in the tangent space T2 at the point M2 near M1 . According
to the definition of quaternion orthogonality, the physical quantity A1 can be sepa-
rated into the projection component A2 in T2 , and the orthogonal component G2
perpendicular to T2 . In case the differential, A2 − A1 = 0, the physical quantity
A2 is the parallel translation of A1 . And this definition is called as the quaternion
parallel translation. Especially, when the scalar parts of A1 and of A2 are all null,
A1 and A2 both will be degenerated into the vectors. Further the orthogonality of
quaternion will be reduced to that of vector, and the quaternion parallel translation
to the Levi-Civita parallel translation.
3.3. Quaternion covariant derivative
In the Riemannian space, substituting the Levi-Civita parallel translation and tan-
gent frame vector for the normal parallel translation and basis vector in the flat
space respectively, the approach to define the partial derivative via the limit can
be directly extended into the definition of covariant derivative of the Riemannian
space.
Similarly in the complex quaternion curved space, substituting the quaternion
parallel translation, tangent-frame quaternion, and quaternion orthogonality for
the Levi-Civita parallel translation, tangent-frame vector, and vector orthogonal-
ity respectively, the covariant derivative of the pseudo-Riemannian space can be
extended to that of the complex quaternion curved space directly.
For the first-rank contravariant tensor Y j of a point M2 in the complex quater-
nion curved space, the component of quaternion covariant derivative with respect
to the coordinate uk is,
▽kY
n = ∂(δnj Y
j)/∂uk + ΓnjkY
j , (2)
where Γnjk is the connection coefficient. Making use of Eq.(1), one can deduce the
connection coefficient from the above (Appendix B). Y n and Γnjk are all scalar.
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4. Gravitational field equations
In the complex quaternion curved space, the gravitational potential had been trans-
formed from the rectangular coordinate system (in the flat space) to the orthogonal
and unequal-length affine frame (in the tangent space). The gravitational poten-
tial, Ag(ia
0, a1, a2, a3) , can be defined from the integrating function of gravitational
potential, Xg ,
Ag = i♦
⋆ ◦ Xg , (3)
where Ag = i♦
⋆ ⊚ Xg + i♦
⋆ ⊛ Xg . i♦
⋆ ⊚ Xg and i♦
⋆ ⊛ Xg denote the scalar
and vector parts of Ag respectively. ♦a
j = ie0▽0a
j + δrqer▽qa
j . ∇aj = δrqer▽qa
j .
ej = gjkek. Xg = x
jej . The gauge equation is chosen as,∇×(x
rer) = 0. Ag = ia+a.
a = a0e0 , and a = a
rer . Apparently, in the affine frame, the gravitational potential
includes not only the physics quantity but also the spatial parameter of the complex
quaternion curved space (Table 1). The quaternion operator ♦ is extended from
the flat space (see Ref.[9]) to the curved space in this paper. And the quaternion
operator is different from the Dirac operator. The former comes from the algebra of
quaternions, while the latter derived from the mass-energy relation in the Special
Theory of Relativity, which is applied to the Quantum Mechanics. ⋆ is the complex
conjugate. aj is real.
The gravitational strength, Fg(if
0, f1, f2, f3) , is defined as
Fg = ♦ ◦ Ag , (4)
where Fg = ♦ ⊚ Ag + ♦ ⊛ Ag . The scalar part of Fg is, ♦ ⊚ Ag = if
0e0, and the
vector part of Fg is, ♦⊛Ag = f
rer. The gauge equation of gravitational potential is
chosen as, f0 = 0. The vector part of gravitational strength can be separated into
two components, f rer = ig/v0 + b . One component, g/v0 = (e0▽0) ◦ a + ∇ ◦ a,
is relevant to the acceleration, while the other, b = ∇ × a , is associated to the
precession angular velocity. f0 is real, and f r is a complex number.
The gravitational source, Sg(is
0, s1, s2, s3) , is defined as,
− µS = −(µgSg − iF
∗
g ◦ Fg/v0) = (♦+ iFg/v0)
∗ ◦ Fg , (5)
or
− µgSg = ♦
∗ ◦ Fg , (6)
where −µgSg = ♦
∗⊚Fg+♦
∗⊛Fg . The scalar part of Sg is, −♦
∗⊚Fg/µg = is
0e0 ,
which is associated to the mass density. And the vector part of Sg is, −♦
∗⊛Fg/µg =
srer , which is relevant to the density of linear momentum. µ and µg both are the
coefficients. sj is real.
Considering the complex coordinate and definition of gravitational strength, it
is possible to expand the above to achieve the four component equations of gravita-
tional field in the complex quaternion curved space (Appendix C). Now the gravita-
tional field equations deal with some spatial parameters of the complex quaternion
curved space. For the first-rank contravariant tensor Y n in the complex quaternion
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curved space, the complex quaternion physics quantity ♦Y n is associated to the
connection coefficient Γnjk . Meanwhile the complex quaternion physics quantities,
♦∗ ◦ (♦Y n) and ♦ ◦ (♦∗Y n), contain the connection coefficient Γnjk and the cur-
vature R n
jkm
. As a result, choosing the gravitational potential as the first-rank
contravariant tensor, the gravitational strength will be relevant to the connection
coefficient Γnjk , while the gravitational source will be associated to the connection
coefficient Γnjk and the curvature R
n
jkm
.
In the tangent space, in order to facilitate comparison among the field equations
in different coordinate systems, the gravitational field equations in the above may be
firstly transformed from the orthogonal and unequal-length coordinate system into
the orthogonal and equal-length coordinate system. Subsequently comparing the
gravitational field equations in the orthogonal and equal-length coordinate system
with that in the flat space, it is possible to appraise the bending degree of the
complex quaternion curved space.
Certainly the deduction approach of the gravitational field equations in the
complex quaternion curved space can be used as a reference to be extended to that
of electromagnetic field equations.
Table 1. The multiplication of the operator with the physics quantity of gravitational and elec-
tromagnetic fields, in the complex octonion curved space.
definition expression meaning
∇ · (era
r) (e1 · e1)▽1a
1 + (e2 · e2)▽2a
2 + (e3 · e3)▽3a
3
∇× (era
r) (e2 × e3)(▽2a
3 − ▽3a
2) + (e3 × e1)(▽3a
1 − ▽1a
3)
+(e1 × e2)(▽1a
2 − ▽2a
1)
∇ ◦ (e0a
0) (e1 ◦ e0)▽1a
0 + (e2 ◦ e0)▽2a
0 + (e3 ◦ e0)▽3a
0
(e0▽0) ◦ (era
r) (e0 ◦ e1)▽0a
1 + (e0 ◦ e2)▽0a
2 + (e0 ◦ e3)▽0a
3
∇ · (ErA
r) (e1 · E1)▽1A
1 + (e2 ·E2)▽2A
2 + (e3 · E3)▽3A
3
∇× (ErA
r) (e2 ×E3)(▽2A
3 − ▽3A
2) + (e3 ×E1)(▽3A
1 − ▽1A
3)
+(e1 ×E2)(▽1A
2 − ▽2A
1)
∇ ◦ (E0A
0) (e1 ◦E0)▽1A
0 + (e2 ◦E0)▽2A
0 + (e3 ◦E0)▽3A
0
(e0▽0) ◦ (ErA
r) (e0 ◦E1)▽0A
1 + (e0 ◦E2)▽0A
2 + (e0 ◦E3)▽0A
3
5. Complex-octonion curved space
Under an orthogonal transformation of the coordinate system with the complex
octonions, the norms of the complex octonions remain unchanged. And the norm
includes the space-time interval (or the arc length) in the physics, and is possible
to be applied to describe simultaneously the gravitational field equations and the
electromagnetic field equations in the complex octonion curved space. By means
of the complex octonion orthogonality and affine frame, it is possible to define the
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octonion metric and covariant derivative, depicting the gravitational and electro-
magnetic properties in the complex octonion curved space.
What needs to be explained specially is, that the gravitational field involved in
is the quaternion operator and physics quantity in the complex quaternion space.
Meanwhile what the electromagnetic field concerned with is, the physics quantity
in the complex S-quaternion space, and the quaternion operator in the complex
quaternion space. Consequently the paper deals with one comparatively simple
situation. That is, the paper will be only involved in the interval (or the arc length)
of the complex quaternion space.
In the complex octonion curved space, the underlying space is the octonion
space, and the tangent space is the octonion space also. A tangent frame system
(complex quaternion) can discuss the gravitational field, while the other tangent
frame system (complex S-quaternion) may research the electromagnetic field, in
the curved space.
Some calculations in the context may be necessary to be dealt with the non-
associativity of the octonions, for instance, some multiplications in the Appendices
B, D, and Table 3. One can multiply the next argument by an existing octonion from
the left-side, step by step, to ensure the existence and uniqueness of the product
relevant to physical quantities.
5.1. Octonion metric
In the complex quaternion flat space, the complex quaternion radius vector is,
Hg = ii0h
0 + i rh
r, with the basis vector being ij . Meanwhile, in the complex S-
quaternion flat space for the electromagnetic field, the complex S-quaternion radius
vector is, He = iI 0H
0 + I rH
r , with the basis vector being Ij . In the complex
octonion flat space, two radius vectors, Hg and He , can be combined together to
become one complex octonion radius vector,
H(hα) = Hg + kegHe = ih
0i0 + h
rir + ih
4i4 + h
4+ri4+r , (7)
where hj+4 = kegH
j , ij+4 = Ij . Hg = ih
0i0 + h
rir , He = iH
0I0 + H
rIr . The
coefficient keg meets the demand for the dimensional homogeneity in the physics,
according to the Appendix A. hj and Hj are all real. i20 = 1, i
2
v = −1. i
2
α = iα ◦ iα,
for each subscript α. α, β, γ, λ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. v = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
According to the multiplication of octonion, the norm S is written as, S2 =
H ◦ H∗. The differential, dS, of the norm is able to be chosen as the arc length
of the complex octonion (rather than the real-octonion) curved space. Obviously,
in case the contribution of kegHe can be neglected, this norm will accord with the
requirement of space-time interval in the physics. Herein ◦ and ∗ are upgraded to
the octonion multiplication and conjugate respectively.
In the complex quaternion curved space for the gravitational field, the complex
quaternion radius vector is, Hg = ie0c
0 + erc
r, with the tangent-frame quaternion
being ej . In the complex S-quaternion curved space for the electromagnetic field,
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the complex S-quaternion radius vector is, He = iE0C
0+E rC
r , with the tangent-
frame S-quaternion being Ej . Therefore, in the tangent space of complex octonion
curved space, the complex octonion radius vector is, H = Hg + kegHe. Making use
of the substitution, cj+4 = kegC
j and ej+4 = Ej , the complex octonion radius
vector can be rewritten as, H(cα) = ic0e0+ c
rer+ ic
4e4+ c
4+re4+r . Herein c
j and
Cj are all real.
In the orthogonal and unequal-length affine frame, the metric of complex octo-
nion curved space is defined as,
dS2 = dH∗ ◦ dH = gαβduαdu
β , (8)
where the metric coefficient, gαβ = e
∗
α ◦ eβ , is octonion-Hermitian. The orthogonal
tangent-frame octonion is, eα = ∂H/∂u
α . e0 is the scalar part, while ev is the
component of vector part. eβ is unequal-length, and does not contain the imaginary
unit i . u0 = ic0 , ur = cr , u4 = ic4 , and u4+r = c4+r . (uα)∗ = uα , and it denotes
that the correlated tangent-frame component, eα , is octonion-conjugate. gαβ is
scalar.
However, in the complex octonion curved space, what the paper will be involved
in is, the mathematical manipulation between the quaternion operator (rather than
the octonion operator) in the complex quaternion space, with the physics quantity
of electromagnetic field in the complex S-quaternion space. So that the discussion
of the space-time interval in the paper will be constrained to deal only with the
component of the complex quaternion radius vector, Hg .
Table 2. Comparison of major characteristics in some flat and curved spaces, including the pseudo-
Riemannian space, quaternion space, and octonion space.
Terms pseudo- Quaternion Octonion
Riemannian space space space
tangent space vector space quaternion space octonion space
orthogonality vector quaternion octonion
parallel translation Levi-Civita quaternion octonion
tangent frame vector/scalar quaternion octonion
metric scalar product scalar product scalar product
of quaternions of octonions
connection coefficient Γnjk Γ
n
jk Γ
β
αγ
covariant derivative ∇kA
j ∇kA
j ∇γA
β
5.2. Octonion parallel translation
In the complex octonion curved space, they are not suitable enough that the normal
parallel translation (Euclidean space), the Levi-Civita parallel translation (Rieman-
nian space), and the quaternion parallel translation (quaternion curved space). One
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of reasons is that the spaces in the physics associate with not only the complex oc-
tonion flat space (tangent space) but also the pseudo-Riemannian space (curved
space). Subsequently it is necessary to introduce one new concept of parallel trans-
lation. It is similar to the quaternion parallel translation, and is able to meet the
demand for the complex octonion space and of the space-time interval.
In one complex octonion space, when the product of two complex octonions,
G(gα) and Z(zβ) , is equal to zero, that is, G∗ ◦ Z = 0 , two octonions, G(gα) and
Z(zβ) , are perpendicular to each other. This definition is called as the octonion
orthogonality. Therefore it is able to define an octonion connection and parallel
translation in the complex octonion curved space, referring to the inference pro-
cedure of quaternion parallel translation in the complex quaternion curved space.
Herein gα and zβ are all scalar.
In the complex octonion curved space, the complex octonion physics quantity
A1 , in the tangent space T1 of one point M1 on the complex octonion manifold,
can be decomposed in the tangent space T2 of the point M2 near M1. According
to the definition of octonion orthogonality, A1 can be separated into the projection
component A2 in T2 , and the orthogonal component G2 perpendicular to T2 . In
case the differential, A2−A1 = 0, the physical quantity A2 is the parallel translation
of A1 . And this definition is called as the octonion parallel translation. Especially,
when the scalar parts of A1 and of A2 are all null, A1 and A2 both will be degen-
erated into the vectors. Further the orthogonality of octonion is reduced to that of
vector, and the octonion parallel translation to the Levi-Civita parallel translation.
When the complex octonions are reduced to the complex quaternions, the orthogo-
nality of octonion is degenerated into that of quaternion, and the octonion parallel
translation into the quaternion parallel translation (Table 2).
5.3. Octonion covariant derivative
In the complex octonion curved space, substituting the octonion parallel transla-
tion, tangent-frame octonion, and octonion orthogonality for the quaternion parallel
translation, tangent-frame quaternion, and quaternion orthogonality respectively,
the covariant derivative of the complex quaternion curved space can be extended
into that of the complex octonion curved space directly.
For the first-rank contravariant tensor Y β of a pointM2 in the complex octonion
curved space, the component of octonion covariant derivative with respect to the
coordinate uγ is,
▽γY
β = ∂(δβαY
α)/∂uγ + ΓβαγY
α , (9)
where Γβαγ is the connection coefficient. One can deduce the connection coefficient,
from the Appendix B. Y β and Γβαγ are all scalar.
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6. Electromagnetic field equations
In the complex octonion curved space, the electromagnetic potential and gravita-
tional potential had been transformed from the rectangular coordinate system (flat
space) to the orthogonal and unequal-length affine frame (tangent space). From
the octonion integrating function, X, of field potential, the octonion field potential,
A = Ag + kegAe , is defined as,
A = i♦⋆ ◦ X , (10)
where A = i♦⋆ ⊚ X + i♦⋆ ⊛ X . X = Xg + kegXe . The integrating function, Xe,
of electromagnetic potential is one S-quaternion physics quantity, and Xe = X
jEj .
The electromagnetic potential is Ae(iA
0, A1, A2, A3) = i♦⋆ ◦ Xe , with Ae = i♦
⋆ ⊚
Xe+i♦
⋆⊛Xe . i♦
⋆⊚Xe and i♦
⋆⊛Xe denote respectively the ‘scalar’ and vector parts
of Ae . The gauge equation is chosen as, ∇× (X
rEr) = 0. Ae = iAQ +A. AQ =
A0E0, andA = A
rEr. Apparently, in the affine frame, the electromagnetic potential
includes not only the physics quantity (in the complex S-quaternion curved space)
but also the spatial parameter of curved space (in the complex quaternion curved
space). aj and Aj are all real.
The octonion field strength, F = Fg + kegFe , is defined as,
F = ♦ ◦ A , (11)
where F = ♦⊚A+ ♦⊛A . The electromagnetic strength is, Fe(iF
0, F 1, F 2, F 3) =
♦◦Ae. Fe = ♦⊚Ae+♦⊛Ae. The ‘scalar’ part of Fe is, ♦⊚A = iF
0E0 , and the vector
part of Fe is, ♦ ⊛ Ae = F
rEr . The gauge equation of electromagnetic potential is
chosen as, F 0 = 0. The vector part of electromagnetic strength can be separated into
two components, F rEr = iE/v0+B. One component, E/v0 = (e0▽0)◦A+∇◦AQ, is
the electric field intensity, while the other, B = ∇×A, is the magnetic flux density.
F 0 is real, and F r is one complex number.
The octonion field source, µS = µgSg + kegµeSe , is defined as,
− µS = −(µgSg + kegµeSe − iF
∗ ◦ F/v0) = (♦+ iF/v0)
∗ ◦ F , (12)
or
− µgSg = ♦
∗ ◦ Fg , − µeSe = ♦
∗ ◦ Fe , (13)
where−µgSg = ♦
∗⊚Fg+♦
∗⊛Fg , while −µeSe = ♦
∗⊚Fe+♦
∗⊛Fe . The electromag-
netic source is Se(iS
0, S1, S2, S3). The ‘scalar’ part of Se is, −♦
∗⊚Fe/µe = iS
0E0,
and is associated to the density of electric charge. And the vector part of Se is,
−♦∗ ⊛ Fe/µe = S
rEr , and is relevant to the density of electric current. µ and µe
are the coefficients. Sj is real.
Considering the complex coordinate and definition of the electromagnetic
strength, it is able to expand the above to achieve the four component equations
of electromagnetic field in the complex S-quaternion curved space (Appendix D).
Therefore the field equations deal with some spatial parameters of the complex
octonion curved space. For the first-rank contravariant tensor Y β in the complex
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octonion curved space, the complex octonion physics quantity ♦Y β is associated
to the connection coefficient Γβαγ , while the complex octonion physics quantities,
♦∗ ◦ (♦Y β) and ♦ ◦ (♦∗Y β) , are relevant to the connection coefficient Γβαγ and the
curvature R βαγλ . As a result, choosing the electromagnetic (or gravitational) po-
tential as the first-rank contravariant tensor, the electromagnetic (or gravitational)
strength will be relevant to the connection coefficient Γβαγ , while the electromag-
netic (or gravitational) source will be associated to the connection coefficient Γβαγ
and curvature R βαγλ .
In the S-quaternion tangent space, in order to facilitate comparison among the
electromagnetic field equations in different coordinate systems, the electromagnetic
field equations in the above may be firstly transformed from the orthogonal and
unequal-length coordinate system into the orthogonal and equal-length coordinate
system. Subsequently comparing the electromagnetic field equations in the orthog-
onal and equal-length coordinate system with that in the flat space, it is able to
estimate the bending degree of the complex S-quaternion curved space. In the pro-
cess of providing a contrast for the electromagnetic field equations, it is necessary
to take into account the influence of the bending degree of complex quaternion
curved space on the electromagnetic field equations. As a result, it is capable of
measuring the bending degree of the complex octonion curved space, making use
of contrasting the octonion field equations in the curved space with that in the flat
space.
Table 3. Some definitions of the physics quantity relevant to the gravitational and electromagnetic
fields in the complex octonion curved space.
physics quantity definition
radius vector H = Hg + kegHe
integral function X = Xg + kegXe
field potential A = i♦⋆ ◦ X
field strength F = ♦ ◦ A
field source µS = −(iF/v0 + ♦)
∗ ◦ F
linear momentum P = µS/µg
angular momentum L = (H+ krxX)
⋆ ◦ P
octonion torque W = −v0(iF/v0 + ♦) ◦ L
octonion force N = −(iF/v0 + ♦) ◦W
7. Octonion angular momentum
In the complex octonion curved space for the gravitational and electromagnetic
fields, the octonion linear momentum, P(pj, P j) = Pg + kegPe, is defined from the
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octonion field source,
P = µS/µg , (14)
where the component of the octonion linear momentum, P , in the complex quater-
nion space is, Pg = {µgSg − (iF/v0)
∗ ◦ F}/µg = ip
0e0 + p
qeq . And the compo-
nent of the octonion linear momentum, P , in the complex S-quaternion space is,
Pe = µeSe/µg = iP
0E0 + P
qEq. p
j and P j are all real.
Subsequently, in the complex octonion curved space, the octonion angular mo-
mentum, L(lj , Lj) = Lg+kegLe, can be defined from the octonion linear momentum
and radius vector,
L = (H + krxX)
⋆ ◦ P , (15)
where L = (H + krxX)
⋆ ⊚ P + (H + krxX)
⋆ ⊛ P . The component of the octonion
angular momentum, L , in the complex quaternion space is, Lg = (Hg + krxXg)
⋆ ◦
Pg+k
2
eg(He+krxXe)
⋆◦Pe = l
0e0+l
qeq . And the component of the octonion angular
momentum, L , in the complex S-quaternion space is, Le = (Hg + krxXg)
⋆ ◦ Pe +
(He + krxXe)
⋆ ◦ Pg = L
0E0 + L
qEq. l
j and Lj are complex numbers.
In the above, the term, (H + krxX)
⋆ ⊚ P = l0e0, denotes the scalar part of
the octonion angular momentum, L . While the term, (H + krxX)
⋆ ⊛ P = lqeq +
keg(L
0E0+L
qEq), indicates the vector part of the octonion angular momentum, L.
The real part of the term, lqeq , is relevant to the angular momentum. The term,
L0E0 , is associated with the ‘scalar’ magnetic moment. For the term, L
qEq , its
imaginary part is connected with the electric dipole moment, while its real part is
connected with the magnetic dipole moment.
8. Octonion torque
In the complex octonion curved space, the octonion torque, W(wj ,W j) = Wg +
kegWe , is defined from the octonion linear momentum,
W = −v0(♦+ iF/v0) ◦ L , (16)
where W = v0(♦+ iF/v0)⊚L+ v0(♦+ iF/v0)⊛L . The component of the octonion
torque,W , in the complex quaternion space is,Wg = −(iFg◦Lg+ik
2
egFe◦Le+v0♦◦
Lg) = w
0e0+w
qeq . And the component of the octonion torque, W, in the complex
S-quaternion space is, We = −(iFg ◦ Le + iFe ◦ Lg + v0♦ ◦ Le) = W
0E0 +W
qEq.
wj and W j are complex numbers.
In the above, the term, v0(♦+ iF/v0)⊚L = w
0e0, denotes the scalar part of the
octonion torque,W . And the term, v0(♦+iF/v0)⊛L = w
qeq+keg(W
0E0+W
qEq),
indicates the vector part of the octonion torque, W . For the term, w0e0 , its
imaginary part is connected with the energy, while its real part is connected with the
divergence of the angular momentum. Meanwhile for the term, wqeq, its imaginary
part is associated with the force, and its real part is associated with the curl of the
angular momentum. The real part of the term,W 0E0 , is relevant to the divergence
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of the magnetic dipole moment. And the part of the term, W qEq , is dealt with
the curl of the magnetic dipole moment and the derivative of the electric dipole
moment and so on.
In the complex octonion curved space, when the octonion field potential is cho-
sen as the first-rank tensor, the octonion field source, linear momentum, and angular
momentum will be involved in the connection coefficient, curvature, and other spa-
tial parameters of the complex octonion curved space. It means that the curved
space will act on the octonion torque, including the energy, the torque, the diver-
gence and curl of angular momentum, the divergence and curl of magnetic dipole
moment, and the derivative of the electric dipole moment.
9. Octonion force
In the complex octonion curved space, the octonion force, N(nj , N j) = Ng+kegNe,
is defined from the octonion torque,
N = −(♦+ iF/v0) ◦W , (17)
where N = (♦+ iF/v0)⊚W+ (♦+ iF/v0)⊛W .
For the octonion force, the component, Ng = n
0e0 + n
qeq , in the complex
quaternion space is,
Ng = −(iFg ◦Wg/v0 + ♦ ◦Wg + ik
2
egFe ◦We/v0) , (18)
and the component, Ne = N
0E0 +N
qEq , in the complex S-quaternion space is,
Ne = −(iFg ◦We/v0 + ♦ ◦We + iFe ◦Wg/v0) , (19)
where nj and N j are complex numbers.
In the above, the term, (♦+ iF/v0)⊚W = n
0e0 , denotes the scalar part of the
octonion force, N. And the term, (♦ + iF/v0) ⊛W = n
qeq + keg(N
0E0 + N
qEq),
indicates the vector part of the octonion force, N . The real part of the term, n0e0 ,
is relevant to the mass continuity equation, while the real part of the term, N0E0, is
associated with the current continuity equation. For the term, nqeq , its imaginary
part is connected with the force, and corresponded with the linear acceleration.
And that its real part is corresponded with the precession angular velocity.
In the complex octonion curved space, the imaginary part of (nrer)/2 is the
force, in the gravitational and electromagnetic fields, that is,
N = Im{(nrer)/2} , (20)
where the force N includes the inertial force, gravitational force, electromagnetic
force, energy gradient force, and additional force term caused by the curved space.
The additional force term is relevant to the connection coefficient and curvature
and so forth of the complex octonion curved space.
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A majority of force terms can be written approximately as,
NM ≈ −∇ ◦ (p
0v0e0)− (e0▽0) ◦ (pv0)
+(g/v0) ◦ (p
0e0)− b× (p
qeq)
+(E/v0) ◦ (P
0E0)−B× (P
qEq) , (21)
where −∇ ◦ (p0v0e0) is the energy gradient. −(e0▽0) ◦ (pv0) is the inertial force.
{(g/v0) ◦ (p
0e0) − b × (p
qeq)} is the gravitational force. {(E/v0) ◦ (P
0E0) − B ×
(P qEq)} is the electromagnetic force. The product, Ej ◦Ek, belongs to the complex
quaternion curved space, according to the multiplication of octonion.
When the octonion field potential is chosen as the first-rank tensor in the com-
plex octonion curved space, the octonion linear momentum, angular momentum,
and torque will be involved in the some spatial parameters of the complex octonion
curved space (Table 3). It means that the curved space has an influence on the
octonion force, including the force, the mass continuity equation, and the current
continuity equation.
In general, the force N consists of two components, in the complex octonion
curved space. One is the force term Nflat in the flat space, while the other is the
additional force term Ncurved , caused by the curved space. Under most circum-
stances, the bending degree of curved space is quite tiny. As a result, the additional
force term Ncurved is weak enough, while the force term Nflat dominates the force
N. Additionally, under some extreme conditions, the additional force term Ncurved
may be strong enough, and even account for the main part.
10. Conclusions
In the complex quaternion curved space, from the definitions of quaternion metric,
orthogonality, parallel translation, and covariant derivative, it is able to deduce the
field potential, field strength, field source, linear momentum, angular momentum,
torque, and force and so on in the gravitational field. The force includes the inertial
force, gravitational force, and additional force term caused by the curved space. The
connection coefficient and curvature of the curved space will act on the additional
force term. When the gravitational potential is chosen as the first-rank tensor, the
connection coefficient impacts the gravitational strength, while the curvature affects
the gravitational strength and source.
In the complex octonion curved space, from the definitions of octonion met-
ric, orthogonality, parallel translation, and covariant derivative, it is able to infer
the octonion field potential, field strength, field source, linear momentum, angular
momentum, torque, and force and so on in the gravitational and electromagnetic
fields. The force consists of the inertial force, gravitational force, electromagnetic
force, energy gradient, and additional force term caused by the complex octonion
curved space. The connection coefficient and curvature of the complex octonion
curved space may impact the additional force term. The study reveals that one
may appraise the deviation amplitude of the complex octonion curved space depar-
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ture from its flat space, by means of the measurements of the field potential, field
strength, and force and so forth.
Specially, in the complex S-quaternion curved space for the electromagnetic
field, it is capable of deducing the electromagnetic potential, strength, and source,
and the additional force term caused by the curved space. The connection coeffi-
cient and curvature of the complex S-quaternion curved space have an influence on
the additional force term. If the electromagnetic potential is the first-rank tensor,
the connection coefficient of the complex S-quaternion curved space impacts the
electromagnetic strength, while the curvature of the complex S-quaternion curved
space affects the electromagnetic strength and source. Moreover the connection
coefficient and curvature of the complex quaternion curved space will act on the
electromagnetic strength and source as well.
It should be noted that the paper discussed only some simple cases about the in-
fluences of the complex octonion curved space on the field potential, field strength,
and force and so forth. However it clearly states that the connection coefficient,
curvature and other spatial parameters of the curved space exert an influence on
the physical properties of gravitational and electromagnetic fields. In the following
study, it is going to explore the impact of the force, in the strong gravitational and
electromagnetic fields, on the movement statues of one charged objective in the
complex octonion curved space. Moreover, it may intend to describe the gravita-
tional and electromagnetic theories with any kind of frame, and then transform the
field theories into that in the orthogonal affine frame by means of the appropriate
transformation.
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Appendix A. Basic postulates
From the following basic postulates [28], the algebra of quaternions/octonions can
be introduced into the field theory, describing some physical properties of electro-
magnetic and gravitational fields.
The first postulate: individual space. The space extended from the electromag-
netic field is independent to one from the gravitational field. According to the
viewpoint of Descartes et al., the fundamental field (electromagnetic or gravita-
tional field) is an irreducible element of physical description, while the space is only
the extension of the fundamental field and does not claim existence on its own.
Further each fundamental field extends its individual space. These spaces are quite
similar but independent to each other.
The second postulate: quaternion space. Each space extended respectively from
the fundamental field can be chosen as the quaternion space. According to the view-
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point of Hamilton et al., the space in the physics can be chosen as the quaternion
space. Two spaces, extended from the electromagnetic and gravitational fields re-
spectively, can be considered as the quaternion spaces perpendicular to each other,
so that they can combine together to become an octonion space. Consequently the
octonion space can be applied to describe the physical properties of electromagnetic
and gravitational fields.
The third postulate: dimensional homogeneity. It is necessary to introduce a few
coefficients to maintain the dimensional homogeneity for all of physical quantities
in each equation. In order to maintain the dimensional homogeneity, the physical
quantity of electromagnetic field should be multiplied by a coefficient, when there
are simultaneously physical quantities of electromagnetic and gravitational fields
in an octonion equation. The coefficient can be determined by comparing with the
classical theories relevant to the electromagnetic and gravitational fields.
Appendix B. Connection coefficient
The complex quaternion and octonion both are the first-rank tensors, according
to the definition of tensor. Consequently it is possible to apply the tensor analysis
to study various properties of complex octonion curved space, and the influence of
curved space on physical quantities of gravitational and electromagnetic fields.
The complex octonion manifold is an indefinite geometric object, and its geo-
metric structure is quite meager. A sole geometric property is that it is allowed to
establish a coordinate system in the manifold, and transform the coordinate system
with a continuous-differential function.
In the complex octonion manifold, it is possible to define the connection among
different tensors in contiguous points, enabling the complex octonion manifold to
become an affine connection space. In the paper, the torsion tensor of affine con-
nection space is chosen to be zero. It means that the connection coefficient, Γβαγ , is
symmetric about the subscripts, α and γ . That is, Γβαγ = Γ
β
γα . Apparently the co-
ordinate value, connection coefficient, and octonion metric are all scalar, according
to Eqs.(1), (2), (8), and (9), in the orthogonal affine frame system of the complex
octonion curved space.
After introducing the connection, Γβαγ , we can define the parallel translation
now. The parallel translation is one geometric property irrespective of the choice of
coordinate system. Let us transfer a complex octonion quantity, Y = Y βeβ , from
a point M1 to the next point M2 , requiring the quantity Y to remain unchanged.
It means that the differential of quantity Y equals to zero. Therefore,
0 = (dY β)eβ + Y
β(deβ) , (B.1)
or
0 = (dY β)eβ + Y
β(∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ)duγ , (B.2)
while the following term in the above can be extended into,
∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ = Γαβγeα . (B.3)
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Substituting the above in Eq.(B.2) yields the condition of parallel translation
for the complex octonion quantity Y ,
dY β = −ΓβαγY
αduγ , (B.4)
and then, according to the property which the differential of a scalar equals to zero,
d(Y βYβ) = 0 , one can obtain the equation of covariant component,
dYβ = Γ
α
βγYαdu
γ . (B.5)
Further we can define the complex octonion metric in the affine connection
space, achieving the complex octonion curved space, in possession of the parallel
translation and metric. There is a certain relationship between the connection with
metric. And that the definition of metric must meet the demand of this relationship
in the affine connection space.
Multiplying Eq.(B.3) by the basis vector, e∗λ = ∂H
∗/∂uλ , from the left side can
yield,
(∂H∗/∂uλ) ◦ (∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ) = gλαΓ
α
βγ , (B.6)
while multiplying the octonion conjugate of Eq.(B.3) by the basis vector, eλ , from
the right side produces,
(∂2H∗/∂uβ∂uγ) ◦ (∂H/∂uλ) = Γαβγgαλ , (B.7)
where ∂2H∗/∂uβ∂uγ = Γαβγe
∗
α . According to the octonion-Hermitian of metric,
there is, gλα = gαλ , with [(gλα)
∗]T = (gλα)
T = gαλ . The superscript T denotes
the transpose of matrix. Γαβγ and Γ
α
βγ both are coefficients.
Taking partial derivative of the metric tensor, gλγ = e
∗
λ ◦ eγ , with respect to
the coordinate uβ from the left side achieves,
(∂H∗/∂uλ) ◦ (∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ)
+ (∂2H∗/∂uβ∂uλ) ◦ (∂H/∂uγ) = ∂gλγ/∂u
β , (B.8)
or
gλαΓ
α
βγ + Γ
α
βλgαγ = ∂gλγ/∂u
β . (B.9)
Similarly there are,
gβαΓ
α
γλ + Γ
α
γβgαλ = ∂gβλ/∂u
γ , (B.10)
gγαΓ
α
λβ + Γ
α
λγgαβ = ∂gγβ/∂u
λ . (B.11)
From the last three equations in the above, we have,
[(gλαΓ
α
βγ)
T ]∗ + [(Γαγβgαλ)
T ]∗
= (∂gγλ/∂u
β + ∂gλβ/∂u
γ − ∂gγβ/∂u
λ) . (B.12)
Because [(gλαΓ
α
βγ)
T ]∗ = Γαγβgαλ , [(Γ
α
γβgαλ)
T ]∗ = gλαΓ
α
βγ , there is,
gλαΓ
α
βγ + [(gλαΓ
α
βγ)
T ]∗ = Γαγβgαλ + [(Γ
α
γβgαλ)
T ]∗ , (B.13)
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it means that, gλαΓ
α
βγ = Γ
α
γβgαλ , therefore Eq.(B.12) can be rewritten as,
Γλ,βγ = (1/2)(∂gγλ/∂u
β + ∂gλβ/∂u
γ − ∂gγβ/∂u
λ) , (B.14)
where Γλ,βγ = gλαΓ
α
βγ . Γ
α
βγ = g
αλΓλ,βγ , with g
αλgλβ = δ
α
β . Γ
α
γβ = Γ
α
βγ .
Multiplying Eq.(B.3) by the basis vector, e∗λ = ∂H
∗/∂uλ , from the left side can
yield,
(∂H∗/∂uλ) ◦ (∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ) = gλαΓ
α
βγ
, (B.15)
while multiplying the octonion conjugate of Eq.(B.3) by the basis vector, eλ , from
the right side produces,
(∂2H∗/∂uβ∂uγ) ◦ (∂H/∂uλ) = Γα
βγ
gαλ , (B.16)
where ∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ = Γα
βγ
eα , and ∂
2H∗/∂uβ∂uγ = Γα
βγ
e∗α . Γ
α
βγ
and Γα
βγ
both are
coefficients.
Taking partial derivative of the metric tensor, gλγ = e
∗
λ ◦ eγ , with respect to
the coordinate uβ from the left side achieves,
(∂H∗/∂uλ) ◦ (∂2H/∂uβ∂uγ)
+ (∂2H∗/∂uβ∂uλ) ◦ (∂H/∂uγ) = ∂gλγ/∂u
β , (B.17)
or
gλαΓ
α
βγ
+ Γα
βλ
gαγ = ∂gλγ/∂u
β . (B.18)
Similarly there are,
gβαΓ
α
γλ + Γ
α
γβgαλ = ∂gβλ/∂u
γ , (B.19)
gγαΓ
α
λβ
+ Γα
λγ
gαβ = ∂gγβ/∂uλ . (B.20)
From the last three equations in the above, we have,
[(gλαΓ
α
βγ
)T ]∗ + [(Γαγβgαλ)
T ]∗
= (∂gγλ/∂uβ + ∂gλβ/∂u
γ − ∂gγβ/∂uλ) . (B.21)
Because [(gλαΓ
α
βγ
)T ]∗ = Γαγβgαλ , [(Γ
α
γβgαλ)
T ]∗ = gλαΓ
α
βγ
, there is,
gλαΓ
α
βγ
+ [(gλαΓ
α
βγ
)T ]∗ = Γαγβgαλ + [(Γ
α
γβgαλ)
T ]∗ , (B.22)
it means that, gλαΓ
α
βγ
= Γαγβgαλ , therefore Eq.(B.21) can be rewritten as,
Γλ,βγ = (1/2)(∂gγλ/∂u
β + ∂gλβ/∂u
γ − ∂gγβ/∂uλ) , (B.23)
where Γλ,βγ = gλαΓ
α
βγ
. Γα
βγ
= gαλΓλ,βγ , with [(Γ
α
βγ
)∗]T = Γαγβ . Γ
α
γβ
= Γα
βγ
.
In the complex octonion curved space, the covariant derivative can be defined
as Eq.(9) and
▽γY
α = ∂(δαβY
β)/∂uγ + ΓαβγY
β . (B.24)
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Furthermore, for a mixed tensor, Y γν , with contravariant rank 1 and covariant
rank 1, the covariant derivative can be written as,
▽βY
γ
ν = ∂Y
γ
ν /∂u
β − ΓλβνY
γ
λ + Γ
γ
βλY
λ
ν , (B.25)
▽αY
γ
ν = ∂Y
γ
ν /∂u
α − ΓλανY
γ
λ + Γ
γ
αλY
λ
ν . (B.26)
Therefore, one can find that,
▽α(▽βY
γ)− ▽β(▽αY
γ) = R γβαν Y
ν + T λβα(▽λY
γ) , (B.27)
with
R γβαν = ∂Γ
γ
νβ/∂u
α − ∂Γγνα/∂u
β + ΓγλαΓ
λ
νβ − Γ
γ
λβΓ
λ
να , (B.28)
where the curvature tensor is R γβαν , while Rβανλ = R
γ
βαν gγλ . And the torsion
tensor is, T λβα = Γ
λ
αβ − Γ
λ
βα . If T
λ
βα = 0, there is, Γ
λ
αβ = Γ
λ
βα .
And now we can discuss some physical properties of gravitational and electro-
magnetic fields in the complex octonion space, by means of the covariant derivative
and covariant differential in the above.
In case the complex S-quaternion radius vector, kegHe , is able to be neglected
approximately, the complex octonion radius vector, H , will be degenerated into the
complex quaternion radius vector, Hg . Consequently the complex octonion curved
space will be reduced into the complex quaternion curved space, while the previous
discussions in the complex octonion curved space will be reduced into that in the
complex quaternion curved space.
Appendix C. Gravitational field equations
In the complex quaternion curved space for the gravitational field, the gravitational
potential, Ag(ia
0, a1, a2, a3), is defined as Eq.(3), or
Ag = i♦
⋆ ◦ Xg , (C.1)
where Ag = i♦
⋆⊚Xg+ i♦
⋆⊛Xg . Choose one appropriate gauge condition to insure
that, the coordinate of the scalar part, i♦⋆⊚Xg , contains only the imaginary part,
while the coordinate of the vector part, i♦⋆ ⊛ Xg , covers merely the real part.
The gravitational strength, Fg(if
0, f1, f2, f3), is Eq.(4), or
Fg = ♦ ◦ Ag , (C.2)
where Fg = ♦ ⊚ Ag + ♦ ⊛ Ag . The coordinate of the vector part, ♦ ⊛ Ag , is
one complex number. Choose one appropriate gauge condition to insure that, the
coordinate of the scalar part, ♦ ⊚ Ag , equals to zero.
The gravitational source, Sg(is
0, s1, s2, s3), is Eq.(6), or
− µgSg = ♦
∗ ◦ Fg , (C.3)
where −µgSg = ♦
∗ ⊚ Fg + ♦
∗ ⊛ Fg .
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In the above, the scalar part of Sg is, −♦
∗ ⊚ Fg/µg = is
0e0 , and its coordinate
is one complex number. Further the scalar part can be rewritten as,
∇∗ · (ig/v0 + b) = −iµgs
0e0 , (C.4)
and expanding the above yields two component equations,
∇ · b = 0 , (C.5)
∇∗ · (g/v0) = −µgs
0e0 . (C.6)
Meanwhile the vector part of Sg is, −♦
∗ ⊛ Fg/µg = s
rer , and its coordinate is
one complex number. And that the scalar part can be rewritten as,
i(e0▽0) ◦ (ig/v0 + b) +∇
∗ × (ig/v0 + b) = −µgs
rer , (C.7)
also expanding the above yields two component equations,
(e0▽0) ◦ b+∇
∗ × (g/v0) = 0 , (C.8)
−(e0▽0) ◦ (g/v0) +∇
∗ × b = −µgs
rer . (C.9)
These four component equations, Eqs.(C.5), (C.6), (C.8), and (C.9), are the
gravitational field equations in the complex quaternion curved space. When a = 0
and b = 0, one of equations will be simplified into the Newton’s law of universal
gravitation in the classical gravitational theory. The influence of the linear momen-
tum, (srer), can be ignored in general, for the gravitational constant µg is weak in
the extreme.
In the complex quaternion curved space, the definition of gravitational source
can be written as,
− µgSg = ♦
∗ ◦ (♦ ◦ Ag) = ♦
2
Ag , (C.10)
and it is able to be separated into two component equations,
−µgs
0e0 = ♦
2a0e0 , (C.11)
−µgs
rer = ♦
2aqeq , (C.12)
where ♦2Ag = ♦
∗ ◦ (♦ ◦ Ag) .
These two component equations are the d’Alembert equations of gravitational
field in the complex quaternion curved space. It means that the d’Alembert equa-
tions and the gravitational field equations are involved in the spatial parameters
(connection coefficient and curvature and so on) of the complex quaternion curved
space, when the gravitational potential is chosen as the first-rank tensor.
In the complex quaternion curved space, the definition of the gravitational
strength can be written as,
Fg = ♦ ◦ (i♦
⋆ ◦ Xg) , (C.13)
further the above may be rewritten as,
Fg = i{▽0▽0 +∇ ◦∇+ i(▽0∇−∇▽0)} ◦ Xg . (C.14)
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Similarly the gravitational strength is involved in the spatial parameters of
complex quaternion curved space, when the integrating function of gravitational
potential is chosen as the first-rank tensor.
Appendix D. Electromagnetic field equations
In the complex S-quaternion curved space, the electromagnetic potential,
Ae(iA
0, A1, A2, A3), is
Ae = i♦
⋆ ◦ Xe , (D.1)
where Ae = i♦
⋆⊚Xe+ i♦
⋆⊛Xe . Choose one proper gauge condition to make sure
that, the coordinate of the ‘scalar’ part, i♦⋆ ⊚ Xe , contains only the imaginary
part, while the coordinate of the vector part, i♦⋆⊛Xe , covers merely the real part.
The electromagnetic strength, Fe(iF
0, F 1, F 2, F 3) , is
Fe = ♦ ◦ Ae , (D.2)
where Fe = ♦ ⊚ Ae + ♦ ⊛ Ae . The coordinate of the vector part, ♦ ⊛ Ae , is
one complex number. Choose one appropriate gauge condition to insure that, the
coordinate of the ‘scalar’ part, ♦ ⊚ Ae , equals to zero.
The electromagnetic source, Se(iS
0, S1, S2, S3) , is
− µeSe = ♦
∗ ◦ Fe , (D.3)
where −µeSe = ♦
∗ ⊚ Fe + ♦
∗ ⊛ Fe .
In the above, the ‘scalar’ part of Se is, −♦
∗⊚Fe/µe = iS
0E0, and its coordinate
is one complex number. Further the ‘scalar’ part can be rewritten as,
∇∗ · (iE/v0 +B) = −iµeS
0E0 , (D.4)
and expanding the above yields two component equations,
∇ ·B = 0 , (D.5)
∇∗ · (E/v0) = −µeS
0E0 . (D.6)
Meanwhile the vector part of Se is, −♦
∗⊛Fe/µe = S
rEr , and its coordinate is
one complex number. And that the ‘scalar’ part can be rewritten as,
i(e0▽0) ◦ (iE/v0 +B) +∇
∗ × (iE/v0 +B) = −µeS
rEr , (D.7)
also expanding the above yields two component equations,
(e0▽0) ◦B+∇
∗ × (E/v0) = 0 , (D.8)
−(e0▽0) ◦ (E/v0) +∇
∗ ×B = −µeS
rEr . (D.9)
These four component equations, Eqs.(D.5), (D.6), (D.8), and (D.9), are the
electromagnetic field equations in the complex S-quaternion curved space. When
the curved space is degenerated into the flat space, the above will be reduced to
the electromagnetic field equations in the complex S-quaternion flat space.
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In the complex quaternion curved space, the definition of electromagnetic source
can be written as,
− µeSe = ♦
∗ ◦ (♦ ◦ Ae) , (D.10)
and it is able to be separated into two component equations,
−µeS
0E0 = ♦
∗ ◦ (♦ ◦A0E0) , (D.11)
−µeS
rEr = ♦
∗ ◦ (♦ ◦AqEq) . (D.12)
These two component equations are the d’Alembert equations of the electromag-
netic field in the complex S-quaternion curved space. It means that the d’Alembert
equations and the electromagnetic field equations are associated with the spatial
parameters of complex octonion (but not limited to the complex S-quaternion)
curved space, when the electromagnetic potential is chosen as the first-rank tensor.
In the complex S-quaternion curved space, the definition of electromagnetic
strength can be written as,
Fe = ♦ ◦ (i♦
⋆ ◦ Xe) , (D.13)
further it may be rewritten as,
Fe = i{▽0▽0 +∇ ◦∇} ◦ Xe − {▽0(∇ ◦ Xe)−∇ ◦ (▽0Xe)} . (D.14)
Similarly the electromagnetic strength is involved in the spatial parameters of
complex octonion curved space, when the integrating function of electromagnetic
potential is chosen as the first-rank tensor.
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